Produce Market Update
Week of June 7, 2019
VEGETABLE

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Asparagus

Peru, Mexico

Beans—Green

Mexico, TX, FL

Broccoli & Broccolini

CA, Mexico

Cabbage
Brussels Sprouts ALERT

CA, Mexico, FL

Carrots
Cauliflower

CA
CA, AZ

Celery ALERT

CA,

Corn

Mexico, FL

The market is coming down on most sizes, but Jumbo and XL will be
shorter in supply. Baja and central Mexico continue with increasing
volume, while WA winds down next week. Quality is good.
Bean supply has decreased, and the market has gone up. Quality is
good. The market could continue to rise with extreme heat in GA.
Market remains mostly steady this week on both broccoli and
Broccolini. Quality continues to improve from better weather
conditions.
Market continues to be very active and short in supply on West Coast
red cabbage. Green cabbage is doing better with average supplies.
Quality remains fair to good. Cold weather has affected Brussels
sprouts supplies are short, and the market is active.
Quality remains steady, no major concerns for carrots.
The market is mostly steady, and quality continues to improve from
better weather conditions. Look for good supply to continue for the
next two weeks.
Supply is affected by several missed plantings during the very rainy
late-winter period, paired with an unusually cool spring. Quality is fair
at best, and inconsistent sizing is a main concern, as well as twisting
and insect damage.
Good supplies are being reported on the West Coast.

Cucumbers

Mexico, FL,
Honduras

Expect the market to increase next week as supplies clean up. Quality
is good.

Eggplant

Mexico, CA, FL

Garlic

CA, Europe,
Mexico

Herbs

Mexico, USA,
Canada
CA

Eggplant quality is good, supply is better, and the market remains
strong in the East. CA has limited supplies and the market to remain
active.
We are at the end of the CA storage crop, which usually brings more
offshore product to the market. You may note differences in size,
shape, and flavor because of this.
Market steady with good supplies and demand. Quality is good to very
good.
Leaf: Fair quality, noting mildew, discoloration, tip burn, and insect
damage. Romaine: Fair quality, mildew, under-sizing, and burn.
Iceberg: Volumes are on the decline due to poorer yields. Mildew
being seen in the fields from rain. Some fields are ready to harvest
early while others are late. Market looks to be active for the next 7-10
days.
Quality is improved to good as texture has improved, watching for
mildew damage.
Market remains steady.

Lettuce—Iceberg, Leaf,
and Romaine

Lettuce—Spring Mix

CA

Mushrooms

USA, Canada,
Mexico

Onions—Red, White,
Yellow

WA, ID, TX, CA

The White onion market is active as TX winds down this week and
central CA is late to start. Quality is good. Yellow and red onion
markets are active and more so on the Colossal and Super Colossals.
NM volume is improving, and once central CA picks up production we
should see the market settle. Quality is good.
Good volume and good quality being reported. High heat in the
growing regions may cause some disruptions in the coming weeks.
Accelerated quality issues in CA from rain are resulting in 25% yield
loss for suppliers. Expect shorter supplies of Snap peas for 7-10 days.
The Guatemala season is ending, and Peru is expected to start in a few
weeks.
Eastern quality and supply will stay good. Western markets are active
and expected to shorten up next week.
East: Green bell supply and quality are good, but lower supplies
expected will increase the market. Red and yellow supply is steady,
quality is good, and the market is strong. West: Coachella green bell
supply is expected to tighten, quality is good. San Joaquin green
production to start soon. Reds/yellows in Coachella are in production,
with volumes increasing and the market will ease off.
The market is mainly steady, 40ct to 70cts are high, 80ct and 90cts are
up, and smaller sizes are holding steady. Quality is fair to good.
The market is steady, and quality is good.

Onions—Green

Mexico

Peas—Snow & Snaps
ALERT

Guatemala,
Mexico, CA

Peppers—Chiles

Mexico, FL

Peppers— Green, Red
& Yellow

Mexico, FL

Potatoes—Russet

ID, WA, CO, WI

Potatoes – Red, White
& Yukon
Potatoes—Sweet

WA, ID, ND, CA,
FL
CA, MS, NC, LA

Spinach

CA

Squash—Yellow &
Zucchini

Mexico, CA, FL

Tomatoes

FL, GA, SC, CA,
Mexico

FRUIT

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Apples
Avocados ALERT

WA
Mexico, CA, Peru,
Dominican
Republic

The market is steady, and quality is good.
Fruit is tight as Mexico is in its seasonal decline, coupled with delays in
CA harvest (spraying trees), and Peru’s late arrivals. The chance of a
5% tariff is pushing up higher markets on all sizes. The industry is
chasing fruit to get ahead of the tariff and restock the inventory.
Markets are up on all sizes but more aggressively on the smaller sizes.

The market will be active through September from shortages from last
year’s hurricane until the new crop is well underway. Quality is good.
Good quality (improved), with occasional mechanical damage.
Supply and quality are good. Supply will be up and down depending on
areas of production and weather. Mexico is finished. Market will
remain active with decent movement out of CA.
Eastern volume is light on all varieties and demand is moderate. West:
CA & Mexico volume is moderate on all varieties and demand is
steady.

Bananas

Central America

Berries—Black,
Raspberry &
Blueberry
Berries—Strawberry

Mexico, CA

Citrus—Grapefruit

TX, CA

Citrus—Lemons

CA

Citrus—Limes

Mexico

Citrus—Oranges

CA

Grapes—Green & Red

Chile, Peru

Kiwifruit

CA, Italy, Greece,
Chile, New
Zealand
AZ, Mexico,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa
Rica

Melons—Cantaloupe
& Honeydew

Melons—Watermelon

CA,

Pears

CA, Mexico,
Honduras,
Guatemala
WA,

Pineapple

Central America

Markets are steady with good production and consistent demand.
Quality is good.
All mix berries are starting to see a decline in production. Expect to see
active markets and shorter supplies on all 3 for the next 2 weeks.
Growers are returning to normal with good supplies throughout all
loading locations. Oxnard growers are winding down their season.
Quality has improved dramatically from previous weeks.
Market is steady with good quality.
The market is stronger on small sizes and increasing. Small size
supplies will be light through the summer. Quality is good.
Veracruz’s rain may lead to a temporary drop in crossings. Enough
loads crossed prior to the weather hitting, which should counter any
potential short-term issues.
The market is stronger on small sizes and increasing. Small size
supplies will be light through the summer. Quality is good.
Warm weather is finally bringing on maturity. Volume is increasing,
and markets are decreasing. Quality is improving with higher sugar
levels.
Market steady with good supplies and stable demand. Quality is good
to very good.
Cantaloupe production is good as the Imperial Valley and central AZ
production overlaps. Sizing is larger with mostly 9cts being packed, and
smaller fruit limited. Quality has been very strong. Expect domestic
honeydews to remain limited over the next 7-10 days. Sizing has been
a nice mix of 5/6s. Quality out of AZ is good.
Production is peaking in north FL and starting in south GA this week.
The week of 6/10 will have overlapping volumes and supply will
exceed Demand
Quality is good market is slightly high as Washington nears the seasons
end.
Market easing as supplies improve, more so on the smaller sizes. Good
quality currently.

Information is subject to market fluctuations and meant to be used only as a guide.
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